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PILL DISPENSER WITH CYLINDRICAL PACKAGE HOLDER FOR ARRAY-

TYPE PACKAGES

RELATED PATENT APPLICATIONS

The present application claims priority from U.S. provisional patent application

number 62/021,849 filed on July 8 , 2014 and entitled "CYLINDRICAL-SHAPED

PILL DISPENSER FOR ARRAY-TYPE PACKAGES" as well as from U.S.

provisional patent application number 62/046,312 filed on September 5 , 2014

and entitled "HOLDING MECHANISM FOR ARRAY-TYPE PACKAGES". The

contents of both of these applications are incorporated herein by reference in

their entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to dispensers, and more specifically to a dispenser

for array-type pill packages.

BACKGROUND

There are many types of medication packages provided with a plurality of

independent or individual small containers connected to one another at a

common top surface. Each individual container contains a predetermined set of

one or more medication pills to be taken a specific day, and at a predetermined

time by the patient. These type of packages are usually prepared in advance by a

pharmacist or other health professional and it is the responsibility of the patient,

or a caregiver thereof (for example a relative, spouse, visiting health professional,

etc.), to take each set of pill(s) at the right time, the right day, and not to make

any mistake on the specific individual container it is time to open.

In order to prevent the loss, the unintentional mix and/or the non-taking (omission

or forgetting) of the medication at the proper time/day, there exists automatic

medication dispensers. Among these dispensers, individual dispensers, located

at the patient living place, are typically filled with one, two, three or even several



predetermined pills that would be distributed to the patient whenever required but

are not adapted to function with multiple individual container packages arranged

into an array-type configuration, with all containers extending on a same side of a

common (top) surface typically made out of coated paper or similar material

covering the containers typically made out of plastic (PVC - polyvinyl chloride)

material or the like. To get the proper selection of pills at any particular time, the

patient needs first to properly locate the individual container among the multiple

containers, and typically tear it off from the package. To access the pills of the

specific individual container, the patient then typically needs to either peel off or

perforate the top cover of the container using a sharp tool or the like.

Apparatuses for simultaneously opening all of the individual containers

simultaneously, typically by chopping the entire top surface off using an

elongated knife, are known in the art. Such an apparatus is only used by

pharmacists that would have to recuperate all unused pills or simply for refill into

another package, and would be useless to a patient. Known dispensers are not

capable of dispensing the content of any selected individual container within an

array, especially not dispensing the content into its original container.

There remains is a need for an improved dispenser for array-type packages.

SUMMARY

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved dispenser for array-

type packages.

In accordance with one aspect, there is provided a dispenser for dispensing pills

stored into any one of a plurality of individual containers of an array-type pill

package, the individual containers being attached to one another in an

arrangement of rows and columns and having a common top surface. The

common top surface is generally flexible and has all of the individual containers

extending therefrom on a side thereof



The dispenser includes a chassis and a cylindrical package holder having a

longitudinal axis and a cylindrical periphery configured for holding the array-type

pill package thereon with the individual containers projecting radially away from

the cylindrical package holder. The cylindrical package holder is mounted on the

chassis rotatably about its longitudinal axis.

The dispenser also includes a pill extracting mechanism mounted on the chassis

for selectively extracting and dispensing the pills located into a selected one of

the individual containers.

Finally, the dispenser includes a controller system controlling a rotation of the

cylindrical package holder relative to the chassis about the longitudinal axis and

configured to rotate the cylindrical package holder to bring the selected one of

the individual containers in alignment with the pill extracting mechanism.

Preferably, the pill extracting mechanism is positioned underneath the cylindrical

package holder.

In some implementations, the dispenser further includes a gear train mounted

between the chassis and the cylindrical package holder, and a holder motor

electrically connected to the controller system and collaborating with the gear

train to rotate the cylindrical package holder.

The pill extracting mechanism may include a cutting mechanism connected to the

chassis and configured for cutting a side wall of the selected one of the individual

containers adjacent to the common top surface to thereby entirely detach the

selected one of the individual containers from the array-type package with the

pills remaining therein. In some implementations, the cutting mechanism includes

a cutting tool movably mounted onto the chassis along at least an axis parallel to

the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical package holder.

In some implementations, the cylindrical package holder is configured for holding

at least two array-type pill packages contiguously on its cylindrical periphery.



In accordance with some embodiments, the dispenser may further include a

clamping frame configured for holding the array-type package against the

cylindrical package holder. The clamping frame is preferably movably connected

to the cylindrical package holder between a latched configuration and an

unlatched configuration. Preferably, the clamping frame is hingedly mounted onto

the cylindrical package holder, and is generally flexible so as to define a

generally cylindri cally curved shape when in the latched configuration and a

generally planar shape when in the unlatched configuration.

The dispenser may also include a registering mechanism mounted to at least one

of the cylindrical package holder and the clamping frame for registering the array-

type package with the cylindrical package holder. The registering mechanism

may for example include a plurality of through openings each shaped and

positioned to tightly receive a corresponding one of the plurality of individual

containers of the array-type package.

In accordance with some implementations, the dispenser further includes a

latching mechanism connected to the cylindrical package holder and the

clamping frame to releasably latch the clamping frame onto the cylindrical

package holder when in the latched configuration, with the common top surface

of the array-type package held therebetween.

An advantage of embodiments of the present invention is that the dispenser can

dispense the pills (or the like) of any individual container of the array-type

package at a time, irrespective of the location of the container within the array.

The cylindrical shape of the dispenser allows for simpler pill extraction

mechanism, and dispensing mechanism, while maintaining relative compactness

of the dispenser.

Another advantage is that the dispenser can dispense the pills of any individual

container into the original container.



Advantageously, in some implementations the dispenser allows for a relatively

easy installation of a new array-type pill package and removal of a used or empty

one, not requiring any skilled technician.

Still another advantage of some embodiments is that the dispenser may

simultaneously carry a plurality of array-type pill packages to avoid any

interruption period of pill dispensing to the patient.

Further advantageously, in some implementations the dispenser communicates

with the patient when it is time to take medications, when a scheduled

appointment or calendar event is evident, and when a caregiver attempts to

contact the patient.

The dispenser may also capture and record all dispensing events and maintains

an audit trail of all events. In some embodiments, the dispenser may

communicate, store and retrieve data, securely, in the cloud computing.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from

a careful reading of the detailed description provided herein, with appropriate

reference to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further aspects and advantages of the present invention will become better

understood with reference to the description in association with the following

Figures, in which similar references used in different Figures denote similar

components, wherein:

Figure 1 is a simplified top perspective view of a dispenser for array-type pill

packages in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a partially broken top perspective view of the embodiment of Figure 1 ,

showing a cylindrical package holder;



Figure 3 is an exploded view similar to Figure 2 , showing the cylindrical package

holder opened for array-type pill package installation or removal;

Figure 4 is a partially broken perspective view of the embodiment of Figure 1 ,

showing a pill extracting mechanism; and

Figures 5 and 6 are partially broken enlarged front and rear perspective views,

showing the pill extracting mechanism.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

With reference to the annexed drawings the preferred embodiment of the present

invention will be herein described for indicative purpose and by no means as of

limitation.

Referring to Figures 1 through 6 , there is shown a dispenser 11 for dispensing

pills stored into any one of a plurality of individual containers 14 of an array-type

pill package 12 in accordance with one embodiment.

Although the term pill is used throughout the following description, one skilled in

the art would readily understand that the present invention is not limited to the

dispensing of medication pills (not shown), but would also encompass the

dispensing of any type of pea-size (small) objects, goods or pellets (such as

candies, coffee, tea, seeds or the like) contained into individual containers 14 of

the array-type package 12, as shown in dotted lines into the dispensed individual

container 14" of Figure 5 .

The individual containers of the array-type pill package 12 are typically attached

to one another in an arrangement of rows and columns and having a common

top surface 16. The common top surface 16 is generally flexible and has all of the

individual containers 14 extending therefrom on a side thereof. Although seven

rows and four columns are shown in the example illustrated in Figure 3 , it will be

readily understood that in other variants a different number of rows and column

may be provided. The common top surface 16 may for example be made of



coated paper material, foil, plastic or the like, such as materials typically used for

blister packaged medications or gum. The individual containers are typically

made out of plastic materials such as PVC or Polypropylene. Other materials

could be considered, such as for example corn-type cellulose, cardboard, etc. In

the medical example, each individual container 14 typically contains a plurality of

pills, all of them to be taken by the patient at a same time, according to a

predetermined scheme based on the instructions of the health professional(s) -

namely patient's doctor, dentist, pharmacist or the like. The dispenser 11 may for

example be operated to dispense the pills according to at least some of the

features of international application PCT/CA20 15/050591 filed on June 25, 2015

and entitled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THE DISPENSING OF PILLS", the

entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

Referring more particularly to Figures 1 , 2 and 3 , the dispenser 11 generally

includes a chassis 20 supporting all of its components, and a cylindrical package

holder 22 having a longitudinal axis 23 and rotatably mounted to the chassis 20

about this longitudinal axis 23. The cylindrical package holder further has a

cylindrical periphery 72 configured for holding the array-type pill package 12 with

the individual containers 14 projecting radially away from the cylindrical package

holder 22, as best seen in Figure 2 . Optionally, in one implementation the

cylindrical package holder 22 is configured for holding two array-type pill

packages 22 contiguously on the cylindrical periphery 72, or more, such that one

array-type package 12 can be removed and replaced with another one while the

other array-type package 12 is installed, to allow a timely dispensing of the pills

(not shown) to the patient. In another implementation, two patients may share the

use of the dispenser, each receiving pills from a specific one of the two array-

type pill package 12.

The dispenser 11 further includes a pill extracting mechanism mounted on the

chassis 20 for selectively extracting and dispensing the pills located into a

selected one of the individual containers 14. A controller system 40, controlling

the rotation of the cylindrical package holder 22 relative to the chassis 20 about



its longitudinal axis 23, is also provided. The controller system 40 is configured to

rotate the cylindrical package holder 22 to bring the selected one of the individual

containers 14 in alignment with the pill extracting mechanism.

In some implementations, the dispenser 11 may include a clamping frame 74,

configured for holding the array-type package 12 against the cylindrical package

holder 22. The clamping frame 74 is movably connected to the cylindrical

package holder 22, preferably hingedly, between a latched configuration, in

which the clamping frame presses against the cylindrical package holder 22 with

the array-type package held between the two (as shown in Figures 2 and 4), and

an unlatched configuration, in which the cylindrical package holder 22 and the

clamping frame 74 are at an angled relative to one another (as shown in Figure

3). In this embodiment, the clamping frame 74 is generally flexible so as to define

a generally cylindrically curved shape when in the latched configuration and a

generally planar shape when in the unlatched configuration.

Referring more particularly to Figure 3 , the dispenser may further include a

registering mechanism 76 mounted to at least one of the cylindrical package

holder 22 and the clamping frame 74 for registering the array-type package 12

with the cylindrical package holder 12 to ensure its proper orientation and

alignment. Typically, the registering mechanism 76 may include a plurality of

through openings 78 each shaped and positioned to tightly receive a

corresponding one of the plurality of individual containers 14 of the array-type

package 12. In the illustrated embodiment the through 78 openings are provided

on the clamping frame 74. The dispenser 11 may further include a latching

mechanism 80 connected to the cylindrical package holder 22 and the clamping

frame 74 to releasably latch the clamping frame 74 onto the cylindrical package

holder 22 when in the latched configuration, with the common top surface of the

array-type package 12 held between them. The latching mechanism 80 may

allow for an automatic latching of the clamping frame 74 onto the cylindrical

package holder 22 when it is returned into the latched configuration by a user,

and the user can easily unlatch the clamping frame 74 by simple pressure



applied onto buttons 82 or the like of the latch mechanism 80, as well known in

the art. The latch mechanism 80 could also be, at least partially, electrical and

therefore electronically controlled.

As shown in Figure 2 , the holder 22 is typically reachable via a body cover 24.

Once the cover 24 is opened, the user typically activates the latching mechanism

80 to unlatch the clamping frame 74 that will move into its undamped

configuration in which the selected array-type package 12 can be easily removed

therefrom and replaced with a new one by the user, ensuring that the different

individual containers 14 fit into the respective through openings 78 of the

registering mechanism 76. Then, the user moves the clamping frame 74 back

into the latched configuration for the secure clamping and holding of the package

12 between the cylindrical package holder 22 and the clamping frame 74. The

cover may then be closed and the dispenser 11 is ready for operation.

Referring more particularly to Figures 5 and 6 , in the some embodiments the pill

extracting mechanism is embodied by a cutting mechanism 30 connected to the

chassis 20 and configured for cutting a side wall 18 of the selected one of the

individual containers 14 adjacent to the common top surface 16. In this manner,

the selected one of the individual containers 14 can be entirely detached from the

array-type package 22 with the pills remaining inside this individual container 14.

The cutting mechanism 30 may for example include a cutting tool 33 movably

mounted onto the chassis 20 along at least one axis, for example a displacement

axis B parallel to the longitudinal axis 23 of the cylindrical package holder 22. As

mentioned above, the cutting tool 33 or other pill extracting mechanism is

preferably positioned underneath the cylindrical package holder 22 in order for

the selected one of the individual containers to fall more easily away from the

cylindrical package holder 22 through the effect of gravity once it has been

separated from the array-type package.



The cutting mechanism 30 may include a cutter base 32 supporting the cutting

tool 33, as a sharp cutting blade or the like, adapted to entirely cut through the

side wall 18 of the selected one of the individual container 14', preferably

adjacent the common top surface 16. Any other cutting tool could be considered

without departing from the scope of the present invention, such as, but not limited

to, a laser beam, a heated wire, etc.

In some implementations, the dispenser 11 may include a gear train 44, or

sprocket or the like, mounted between the chassis 20 and the cylindrical package

holder 22, and a holder motor 42 electrically connected to the controller system

40 and collaborating with the gear train 44 to rotate the cylindrical package holder

22. As better seen in Figures 4 to 6 , the controller system 40 is preferably

electrically connected to the holder motor 42 to control the rotation of the

cylindrical package holder 22, and therefore the array-type package 12, relative

to the main chassis 20 about the longitudinal axis 23 of the cylindrical package

holder 22. The controller system 40 is also electrically connected to a cutter

motor 46 typically meshing with a worm screw 48 or the like for rotation thereof

and linear displacement of the cutter base 32 along the displacement axis B,

between first and second limit switches 49. The worm screw 48 meshes with a

threaded bore 48' extending through the cutter base 32. Accordingly, in the

present embodiment, the controller system 40 controls both the rotation of the

cylindrical package holder 22 and the array-type package 12 relative to the

chassis 20 and the displacement of the cutter base 32 relative to the chassis 20.

When an array-type package 12 needs to be replaced or inserted into the

dispenser 11, the controller system 40 may rotate the cylindrical package holder

22 about its longitudinal axis 23 to properly align the latching mechanism 80 to

make it accessible by the user for activation when the cover 24 is opened.

Typically, the controller system 40 also electrically connects to a cutting vibration

motor 50 mounted on the cutter base 32 to transversally vibrate the cutting tool



33 at the beginning of the cutting operation and facilitate the penetration of the

cutting tool 33 into the plastic side wall 18.

In some embodiments, the cutter base 32 may include a dispensing member 60

typically including a guiding slide 36 adapted to receive the cut individual

container 14' (with the pills therein) falling thereon, and a dispensing tray 38,

located at the front of the cutter base 32 just behind the cutting tool 33, to receive

the cut container 14' sliding from the guiding slide 36 for the selective extraction

and dispensing of the pills located into a selected individual container 14'. The

guiding slide 36 preferably slopes downward towards the dispensing tray 38.

After the predetermined container 14' has been cut and then received into the

dispensing tray 38 or receptacle, the cutter motor 46 moves the cutter base 32

towards the front of the chassis 20 with the dispensing tray 38 extending through

a dispensing opening 28 formed into the front wall 29 of the chassis 20 to

dispense the container 14' to the user, as shown in Figures 5-6. When not in use,

the cutter motor 46 preferably positions the dispensing tray 38 into a rest location

with a front wall 39 of the dispensing tray 38 substantially closing off the

dispensing opening 28 (as shown in Figures 1-3).

Once the controller system 40 has activated the cutting mechanism 30 to cut the

selected individual container 14' from the array-type package 12 and allowed it to

fall into the dispensing tray 38 (as illustrated in Figure 4), the controller system 40

then rotates the cylindrical package holder 22 about its longitudinal axis 23 to re

align the cutter base 32 with an axial zone of the cylindrical periphery 72 without

any individual container 14. Then, the controller system 40 actuates the cutter

base 32 to ensure the proper dispensing of the cut container 14' (as shown

before being cut, as item 14', in its position in the array-type package 12 and

after being cut, as item 14", into the dispensing tray 38 in Figure 5). Typically, a

plurality of internal cameras (not shown) could be located along the dispensing

path (displacement of the guide slide 36 and dispensing tray 38) to image the cut

containers as they are dispensed. Furthermore, an internal camera 52 (see

Figure 4) typically images and captures all the data (including information such



as patient name, bar codes and any other required information) typically located

on a top header 13 of each array-type package 12 (see Figure 3 more

specifically) and stores this information locally and securely in the cloud

computing or the like.

Furthermore, in some implementations the controller system 40 may be

connected to a display 54, such as a large interactive touch screen or the like, an

external communication device (not shown), such as a port for wire or an

antenna for wireless communication with an internet server to send and receive

information (to and from a cloud for example), as well as a sound

receiver/microphone (not shown) for sound communication, and a light device

(not shown) for visual communication, and the like. Similarly, a proximity sensor

or the like (not shown) may be located at the front of the dispenser 11 to detect

the presence of a user which would typically make the controller system 40 to

activate different features such as, but not limited to, turning on the display 54,

greeting the user, having an advertisement appearing on the display, etc.

Obviously, although not illustrated herein, it would be obvious to anyone skilled in

the art, without departing from the scope of the present invention, that, for

example, the cutter base 32 could be displaced relative to the holder and the

package 12 by two or three different motors along two or three respective axis.

Also, as mentioned hereinabove, the latching mechanism 80 could be electrical

and/or magnetic (and controlled via the controller system 40) without departing

from the scope of the present invention.

Although the present invention has been described with a certain degree of

particularity, it is to be understood that the disclosure has been made by way of

example only and that the present invention is not limited to the features of the

embodiments described and illustrated herein, but includes all variations and

modifications within the scope of the invention as hereinafter claimed.



CLAIMS

1 . A dispenser for dispensing pills stored into any one of a plurality of individual

containers of an array-type pill package, the individual containers being attached

to one another in an arrangement of rows and columns and having a common

top surface, the common top surface being generally flexible and having all of the

individual containers extending therefrom on a side thereof, said dispenser

comprising:

- a chassis;

- a cylindrical package holder having a longitudinal axis and a cylindrical

periphery configured for holding the array-type pill package thereon with

the individual containers projecting radially away from said cylindrical

package holder, the cylindrical package holder being mounted on the

chassis rotatably about said longitudinal axis;

- a pill extracting mechanism mounted on the chassis for selectively

extracting and dispensing the pills located into a selected one of the

individual containers; and

- a controller system controlling a rotation of the cylindrical package holder

relative to the chassis about said longitudinal axis and configured to rotate

said cylindrical package holder to bring the selected one of the individual

containers in alignment with the pill extracting mechanism.

2 . The dispenser according to claim 1 , wherein the pill extracting mechanism is

positioned underneath the cylindrical package holder.

3 . The dispenser according to any one of claims 1 or 2 , further comprising a

gear train mounted between the chassis and the cylindrical package holder,

and a holder motor electrically connected to the controller system and

collaborating with the gear train to rotate the cylindrical package holder.



4 . The dispenser according to any one of claims 1 to 3 , wherein the pill

extracting mechanism comprises a cutting mechanism connected to the

chassis and configured for cutting a side wall of the selected one of the

individual containers adjacent to the common top surface to thereby entirely

detach the selected one of the individual containers from the array-type

package with the pills remaining therein.

5 . The dispenser according to claim 4 , wherein the cutting mechanism

comprises a cutting tool movably mounted onto the chassis along at least an

axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical package holder.

6 . The dispenser according to any one of claims 1 to 5 , wherein the cylindrical

package holder is configured for holding at least two array-type pill packages

contiguously on said cylindrical periphery.

7 . The dispenser according to any one of claims 1 to 6 , further comprising a

clamping frame configured for holding the array-type package against the

cylindrical package holder, the clamping frame being movably connected to

the cylindrical package holder between a latched configuration and an

unlatched configuration.

8 . The dispenser according to claim 7 , further comprising a registering

mechanism mounted to at least one of the cylindrical package holder and the

clamping frame for registering the array-type package with the cylindrical

package holder.

9 . The dispenser according to claim 8 , wherein the registering mechanism

comprises a plurality of through openings each shaped and positioned to

tightly receive a corresponding one of the plurality of individual containers of

the array-type package.



10. The dispenser according to any one of claims 7 to 9 , further comprising a

latching mechanism connected to the cylindrical package holder and the

clamping frame to releasably latch the clamping frame onto the cylindrical

package holder when in the latched configuration, with the common top

surface of the array-type package held therebetween.

11 . The dispenser according to any one of claims 7 to 10, wherein the clamping

frame is generally flexible so as to define a generally cylindrically curved

shape when in the latched configuration and a generally planar shape when in

the unlatched configuration.

12. The dispenser according to any one of claims 7 to 11 , wherein the clamping

frame is hingedly mounted onto the cylindrical package holder.
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